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Molana Muhammad Hussain Azad 1830-1910 was a distinguished

Oriental Scholar. Azad's geniour was multi - dimensional. He had deep

knowledge of Arabic, Persian and Urdu. He was a great historian, poet, prose /

textbooks writer, journalist and explorer. He was the Poineer of modern Urdu

poetry. In this article his great services in the Education Department of Punjab

Government and in the casue of Oriental learning have been traced out from

the original sources lying in the Archives of the Punjab Government at Lahore.

This humble work will help to elminate some of the misconceptions about the

life and works of Molana Azad and highlight some new aspects of his

distinguihed carrier.

_________________________
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From

Captain W.R.M. Holroyd,

Director of Public Instruction, Punjab

To

T.H. Thornton Esqre 

Secretary to Government Punjab

No. 200 Dated: 7 October, 1870

Submits for consideration and order a letter dated 27th September,

1870 from Moulawie Muhammad Hussain, Assistant Professor of Arabic in

theGovernment College at Lahore, stating that he has accepted the editorship of

the'Huma-i-Punjab' a vernacular newspaper which is published by the

AnjumanPunjab, and of which 200~opies are taken by the Education Department

under thesanction conveyed by G.O No. 83 dated the 7th  February, 1870.

2. The undersigned sees no objection to Moulavi Muhammad Hussain

isbeing allowed to edit the Huma-i-Punjab, so long as his duties in the college

aresatisfactorily performed and his connection with the paper does not

compromise himin his position as a Government Officer.

Sd/ W.R.M Holroyd

 Director of P.I. Punjab
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From

Captain W R.M. Holroyad

Director of Public  Instruction, Punjab

TO

7'. T.H. Thornton Esquire

Secretary to Government Punja6

Dated 11th  November, 1869 No. 254

With reference to previous correspondence ending with G.O No. 438 dated 26

October, 1868 soliciting sanction for payment of traveling allowance at usual

rate to Moulavi Muhammad Hussain, who  is employed in the preparation of

Urdu deport 600ki and to change it to the  grant for patronage of Literature from

which  his salary is paid.

Sd / W.R.M. Holroyed

Director of Public Instruction, Punjab
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From

Captain W.R.M.Holroyd

Director of Pu6fic Instruction, Punja6

To

T.H. Thornton Squire D C. L.

Secretary to Government Punjab

Dated Murree 11th Jury 1868

Sir,

I have the honor to solicit the sanction of Government to the appointment on

special duty on a salary of  Rs. 7 5/- p. m. of Moulavi Muhammad Hussain

whose name and qualifications you lately brought to my notice, for the purpose

of assisting Mr. Pearson in the preparation of a new history of India, and in the

revision of the Zubdat-ul-Hisab or translation of Barnard smiths', Arithmetic

which contains many faults  in language and idiom, and for the compilation

under my  direction of an improved first Urdu Book and

for such other work of a similar kind at it may be found most

advantageous to employ him on.

2. Hiis salary can be paid out of the assignment for the

patronage of literature, and I anticipate great benefit from his assistance in the

improvement of vernacular school literature.

I have the honor to be

Sir

Your most 0bedient Servant

Sd / W.R.M Holroyed

Director of Pubfic Instruction, Punjab
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From

Captain W.R.M. Holroyd,

Director of Public Instruction, Punjab

To

T.H. Thornton Esqre

Secretary to Government Punjab

No. 189 Dated: 5 September, 1870

Begs to state that the want of suitable elementary Persian books for

beginners was long felt. The undersigned therefore employed Maulawi

MuhammadHussain asstt. Profossor of Arabic Govt. College Lahore in the

preparation of thefirst and second Persian books. The former contains short and

easy sentences illustrating the gramatical construction and idioms of the

language and the latter amusing little stories.These books have a large sale, 6000

copies of the first book and upwards of 3500 of the second have been sold during

the last six months.

I recommend a grant out of the current years assignment for patronage of

literature of Rs. 400 to the Maulawi as remuneration for his labour in the

preparation of the two books.

Sd/ W.R.M Holroyd

 Director of P.I. Punjab
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No- 293, dated 14th December 1869. [22 ] From Captain W. R. M.Holroyd,

Director of Public Instruction Punjab, to T. I-L Thoraton Esquire, D. C. L.,

Secretary to Government Punjab

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 348 dated 2ih August

1868, and to forward copies of the remarks of Lala Piyara Lal, Head Master

Dehli Normal School, and translations of the reports of Maulavi Zayauddin,

Assistant Professor Dehli College, and of Maulavi Muhammad Husain, who is at

present employed in the preparation of Urdu school books.

2. I think that liberal encouragement should be afforded to an under taking

of this description, provided that the Dictionary can be made a really standard

work, and as perfect as the present state of the Urdu language will allow.

3. Certain defects however have been pointed out in the specimen sent for

is hoped the value of the work will be at all com mensurate with the labour

andexpense involved in its preparation

4. Many words of common occurrence, such as "atish baz," "atish bazi,"

"atish parast," "atish parasti," "atish dan," and other compounds of "atish,"

"ataliq," "akhund," &c., &c., have been omitted. The derivations and the

pronunciation of words are not given. Some of the definitions are unnecessarily

long, their syle is not always clear, nor are they always accurate, e. g.

"abru-izat-hurmat-yane adab aur tazim ke mustahiq hone ka khayal." (This

definition does not appear to be either clear or accurate; how can it apply to abru

in the following sentence. Uski abru jati rabi).

"abnae-pani ka galyara yane pani ka kam' arz rflsta jis se ek bara samundar dusre

bare samundar se mil jae." It is not necessary that a strait should connect two

"large occans" "kam arz rasta" is an unidiomatic expression, so also is "barik

banaya gaya hota hai" (see abgina), and many more examples might be added.

There are some manifest errors,

e. g., "ar" is put down as masculine, yet the plural is said to be "aren;" "waw" is

masculine, yet the following sentence occurs, page 6, line 6, "waw" kabhi nahin
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ati." "Abshora," a corruption of the Persian word "afshurda," is entered under

"ab" as if it were a compound formed of ab and shora

5. It seems useless to furnish examples from the poets in illustration of the

ordinary use of words that everyone understands, though it. is very important to

give examples of idiomatic expressions and illustrations ofthe niceties of the

language &c.

6. Mulavi Muhammad Husain has I think offered a very good sug. gestion,

namely, that before the work is published, successive portions of it should be

sent to competent oriental scholars, with the view of enabling them to point out

errors and omissions, and to state what emellpations and additions it appears to

them to require. The author would then be able to determine for himself how far

he would carry out the alterations that might be suggested to him. I should be

happy to collect and to forward to him the opinions of some of the best native

oriental scholars of this provinc
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From

'The President to the Unjumun i Punjab

To

'The Secretary to Government Punjab

Sir,

I beg to return with thanks the book  called Ujaib o qhuraib received from you

some time ago for the opinion of the Unjumun thereon.

2. From the accompanying abstract of the Proceedings of the 'Unjumun in

vernacular you will see that in its opinion the book although written in a good

style is not suited for public  instruction as it abounds description of natural

history.

I have the honor to be

Sir

Lahore Your most 0bedient Servant

'The 29th Oct06er, 1867 Sd / G,W Leitne

President Unjumun i Punjab
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Translation of Maulavi MuhammadHusain's remarks on the first four pages of

the Urdu Dictionary by the Aligar Society.

I looked over the first four pages of the Urdu Dictionary. The want of such a

comprehensive Dictionary is daily felt by every native student and scholar, and

the AligarSociety will confer a great benefit on the country by its publication. I

shall make a few suggestions that occurred to me.

1. Long definitions* of common and well known words need not be given.

The synonyms (If any) of such words, or the letter for ���(  may be sufficient,

as has been done in Persian and Arabic Lexicons.

II. The rules for the formation of the plural of many words have been given,

and if this practice is followed throughout there would be much needless

repetition. The plan of giving the rules of grammar in the introduction or as an

appendix is both simple and sufficient.

III. In the same way the Urdu, Hindi, Perian and Arabic Proverbs, which are

in general use, may be given in separate appendices, as has been done by

Webster.

IV. The language of the definitions should be revised and made more clear,

correct and elegant.

V. The verbs appropriate to nouns should be given, specially when the two

put together produce a special meaning; for example, ��**(  to come, when used

with word ��  means pain in the eye �����6,�@*7  "I owe you nothting" �3

�**' salivation produced by sickness or the use of mercury, ��**  , sore throat, ���**

to fall in love.

VI. Quotations :/Tom poets or other authors appear necessary only when the

word is used in a peculiar sense and different trom its 'ordinary signification.

VII. The root of the world and the language: from which it is derived should

be stated, the letters �����������  may serve to shew whether it is of Arabic,

Persian, Turkish, Sanskrit, Hindi, or English origin. English words are daily

entering into the Urdu, but always in a corrupted form; such as have already

come into general use should not be omitted.
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VIII. To make a distinction between the words and their meaning the former

should be printed in a large type. 

IX.  The pronunciation of verry word should be indicated by diacritical

marks. This is very necessary in the Persian character, in which these marks are

made to represent the vowel sounds. I now proceed to nitce a few errors and

omissions that struck me.

1. The remark that?  alif prefixed to a word makes its signification negative

is  not genral. It is true only with regard to such words as are derived from the

Sanskrit in which the letter corresponding with alif means "no" or "not". Alif is

never prefixed to Persian or Arabic word for that purpose.

2. The rule that the plural of such words as ��  &c. is formed by changing

the final alif into ye when the word is followed by a neuter verb, and into ��

when an active verb precedes it, is not correct. It would have been better to say

that when words ending in � or 8 are followed by a preposition, the plural is

formed by changing the final letter into ��  and in other cases by changing it

into�

3. The word ����  1 (sharbat mixed with lime juice) is not derived from the

root ��  water. It is a corruption of the Persian word ����  which means

squeezing (the lime).

4. ��  Atu. It slwuld be stated that it is derived from the Turkish word ���

from which the ? has been dropped

5. ���� 'Adab' the plural of the Arabic word ���  is always used as singular

in Persian and Urdu. The same is the case with many other Arabic words. This

peculiarity should be noticed with regard to all such words.

6. �0* is a Turkish word and it should be so mentioned.

7.  There is a ty'pographic error in the word ���
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